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Introduction. 

 

This tour includes visiting exotic places in the Bay of the Gulf of Santa. Cruz lasts from 3 hours and a half to 
four hours and you can do it in the morning or in the afternoon. 

 

The boat will take you as a first point to visit a small islet “LA LOBERIA” named for the great colony of sea 
lions where snorkeling with sea lions is done, it is a very special place to see a variety of goldfish, diversity 
of seabed species, it is also a coastal route for interpretation of basaltic species and formations. 

Then we go to Punta Estrada which is a small gulf of calm waters where you can see animals such as 
seagulls, boobies, frigates, sea lions and the most incredible thing to do Snorkeling. 

Visit shark channel this channel or fissure was formed by swelling of magma chamber where canyon sharks 
are observed completely harmless and from the Mirador you can see the port and mountains of the upper 
part of the Island. 

 

Visit Playa de los Perros this is a 15-minute walk until you reach the beach where you can see a large 
number of dog crabs colonies of marine iguanas the largest on the island and an unsurpassed landscape 
view. 

 

Visit to the love canal is another beautiful fissure formation asleep water canal with excellent scenic beauty 

Visit to Las Grietas is nothing more than a continuation of the shark channel and is the last place of visit 
perhaps the most anticipated by visitors as it is excellent for diving and canyoning and recreational 
snorkeling in its brackish and crystalline waters, it is located 15 minutes from a dry landing that takes place 
on a small pier it is recommended to do the walk with shoes since it is a natural trail by lava rocks observing 
the endemic and native vegetation, finches, a natural salt filtration lagoon. 

Loberia Destination / Love Channel / Playa de los Perros / Shark Channel / Las Grietas / 

Half Day Category 

Departure time 09H00 / 14H00 

Activities: Hiking 70%, Surface diving 30% 

Includes: Transfer to the free boat for hotels in Puerto Ayora, Excursion described navigable Naturalist 
guide, Snorkeling equipment 

Not included: Lunch, Alcoholic beverages 


